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Paraben E-mail Examiner

Forensically examine hundreds of email formats including Outlook (PST and OST), Thunderbird, Outlook Express, Windows

mail, and more. Paraben's E-mail Examiner is one of the most comprehensive forensically sound email examination tools

available. E-mail Examiner allows you to analyze message headers, bodies, and attachments. E-mail Examiner doesn't just

recover e-mail in the deleted folders; it recovers e-mail deleted from deleted items (deleted/deleted). Supports advanced

searching, reporting, and exporting to PST and other formats.

Product Overview E-mail Examiner is the industry leading email examination tool that's easy enough for anyone to use.

Analyze email from head to toe including detailed attachment sorting and analysis. E-mail Examiner supports all major email

types that are store on local computers for analysis, reporting, and exporting/conversion. Broad Email Support E-mail

Examiner supports over 750 local email archives for advanced forensic analysis, eDiscovery, and file conversion/exporting

Recover Deleted Email E-mail Examiner can recover deleted emails from Outlook (PST & OST), Thunderbird, Eudora, and The

Bat! email archives even if they've been deleted from the deleted items folder Export/Convert Email & Mailboxes Whether you

need to convert email to a different format or export targeted email to be reviewed by someone else, E-mail Examiner makes

it easy to get the job done Supported E-mail Types:

 America On-Line (AOL)

 Microsoft Outlook (PST)

 Microsoft Outlook Offline Storage (OST)

 The Bat! (version3.x and higher)

 Thunderbird

 Outlook Express

 Eudora

 E-mail file (EML)

 Windows mail databases

 Support for more than 750 MIME Types and related File Extensions

 Plain Text mail

Exports Supported Archives To:

 .PST

 .EML

 .MSG

 .EMX

Other Key Features:

http://www.gsm-support.net/
https://www.gsm-support.net/en/paraben-e-mail-examiner-p2090


 Analyze Email Attachments

 Recover Deleted Email from Outlook, Thunderbird, Eudora, and The Bat!

 Comprehensive Reporting

 Batch Exporting With Advanced Filtering

 Advanced Searching & Filtering

Product available on special order after payment. Processing time is ca 14 days agreed individualy
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